Manual instruction
Item No.: #510

Parts

- Top section x1
- Seat pad x1
- rear car wheels x2
- Frame supporter x3
- Lollipop ball & Cresset toy bar x1
- Base section x1
- Flag & Horn toy bar x1
- front car wheels x2
- Rear wheels x2
- Mirror x2
- Pushing bar x1
- Front wheels x2
- Toy tray x1

Decoration sticker 1 and 2,
Pts. refer to the detailed instruction about on manual how to put these stickers on walker.
Open frame supporters
1. Turn one side of frame supporter outward (1) until you hear the frame supporter lock into position (2).

To attach top tray car wheels
2. Attach the front wheels to the side of the top tray. Press inward the wheels until hear "click". jpg (1)
Insert the rear wheels into the groove under the walker tray up. jpg (2) Press the wheels until hear "click". jpg (3)

To assemble and install the frame supporters into top section
3. Place the top section upside down on the floor. Slot the top of the frame supporters onto the holes. Using moderate force, push the frame supporter in the top section. Ensure that the supporters are fully inserted before proceeding.

To assemble top and base section
5. Place the base section on the floor, slot the end of frame supporters into the holes indicated in the drawing (1). Press the button and push the frame supporters downward to adjust the height to your wish position. 3 positions optionale. See jpg (2) jpg (3).

To attach the wheels
4. Insert the wheels into the moulded socket in the direction indicated by the arrow. Then push firmly until clicks into place.
To install the side mirrors
6. Insert the mirrors into the circular buttonholes on the upper tray as the arrow indicated. (Pay attention to the left and right directions when installing) Ensure the mirrors can 360° rotate in two directions.

To attach the flag and horn toy bar
7. Position the flag and horn toy bar over the slots in the front up tray and turn them in a clockwise direction until they lock into place. See fig.1 and fig.2

To attach the toy tray
9. 2XAA size alkaline batteries are needed for the toy tray (not included). Put the batteries into the battery box under the toy tray base. Place the toy tray into position. Pushing the locking keys located on the underside of the walker tray up and turn around to secure the toy tray to the walker.

To attach the lollipop toy bar and cresset ball
8. Position the lollipop toy bar and cresset ball over the slots in the rear up tray and turn them in a clockwise direction until they lock into place. See below fig.

Fitting the seat pad
10. Position the seat pad into the top section. Using moderate force push downwards until it locks in the top section.
How to put decoration stickers on product

11. NOTICE:
In your product packaging there includes some decoration stickers which is a free gift for you.
If you like them, pls. follow the instructions on the stickers to stick them on your walker.
On the stickers it shows the location on the walker for each sticker.
If you don’t want these stickers, you can throw them away.

Please make sure there is no dirty like water, sweat stain, etc. on the surface of plastic parts.

Locking the swivel seat when use as baby walker

12. (1) Rotate the seat so that it is facing the front part of the walker (pic1).
(2) Press button “1” on the rotation locking device, located under the top, and push the locking lever “2” inwards (pic1).
Make sure that the lever is locked properly in the appropriate slot.
A click will indicate that it is attached correctly.

Unlocking the swivel seat when use as activity center.

(1) When the product is being used as an Activity Centre, all the wheels on the base must be removed as Stationary status (pic 2).
(2) Press button “1” and pull the lever “2” outwards to unlock the seat (pic1).
(3) While using the product as an activity center, rotate the rear plate outward and keep its position same as pic2, and the jump function should be released or locked during the activity center.

Jumper walker

To release the frame supporters

13. The button “a” is on the right side which can lock the frame supporters not to jump when using as baby walker. Push the button “a” to the left side to release the frame supporters. Then baby walker can change to jumper walker.
Please make sure that the jump function must be locked when use as baby walker.
walk-behind

To attach the hand rail
14. Detach the toy bar.
   Position the hand rail over the slots in the rear up tray. Attach the locking cover to end of toy bar and turn around to secure the hand rail to the walker.

15. Turn the rear plate inward in 180 degree.

Caution!
While using in walk-behind function, keep the rear plate inward position as Fig.1.
While using in baby walker, jumper walker or activity center, keep the rear plate in outward position as Fig.2.

To store the baby walker
16. Pull forward of safety pin 'a' at left side of each frame supporters fig (2) and press button 'b' at right side of each frame supporters, then forward the frame supporters to the centre of baby walker. Make sure all three frame supporters are forwarded to the centre of baby walker.

To open the baby walker
17. Lift the top section upwards, pull the end of frame supporters outside until three frame supporters stand fig (2) fig (3).
WARNING:

Before assembling and using this product, read and understand the instructions. Incorrect assembly may make the product unsafe. Do not use the product if any part is broken, torn or missing. Keep these instructions in a safe place for future reference.

- NEVER LEAVE YOUR CHILD UNATTENDED. ALWAYS KEEP CHILD IN VIEW WHILE IN WALKER.
- USE ONLY ON FLAT SURFACES FREE OF OBJECTS THAT COULD CAUSE THE WALKER TO TIP OVER
- TO AVOID BURNS, KEEP THE CHILD AWAY FROM HOT LIQUID, RANGES, RADIATORS, SPACE HEATERS AND FIREPLACES ETC ...
- AVOID SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. BLOCK STAIRS/STEPS SECURELY BEFORE USING WALKER.
  - Clean (friction components) regularly to maintain stopping performance.
  - Remove packaging from walker vicinity after it was assembly.
  - Always use the safely locks once the walker height is correctly adjusted.
  - Check that all safely locks are engaged before placing a child in the walker.
  - This walker should not be used by a child who can walk unaided.
  - This walker should not be used by a child who can not sit unaided.
  - This walker should not be used by a child weighing less than 7kgs and 65cm in height.
  - A child should discontinue using this walker when weighing more than 11 kgs and 82 cm in height.
  - The walker is not suitable for babies under 6 months of age.
  - The walker-behind function is intended to be used for a child who can walk unaided (approximately from 9 months).
  - Electrical cords, healers, fireplaces and other hot objects, or any other objects or substances that may be dangerous, should be guarded or put out of reach of a child using the walker.
  - Promptly replace worn out or broken parts.
  - The walker should not be used whether indoors or outdoors on surfaces that have any obstructions that could cause the walker to tip over.
  - The walker should not be carried with a child in it.
  - Adjust the height of the walker so that both feet of a child in the walker should be able to touch the ground.
  - Care must be taken while folding and unfolding the walker to prevent fingers being caught.
  - Keep medication, strings, elastics and small toys (other than the ones attached to the toy bar) out of reach from any position of the walker.
  - The soft toys are not intended to be "mouthed" by the baby and should be positioned clearly out of reach of the baby's face and mouth.

- Adjust the toys to avoid being too close to the baby.
- The toys are suitable for all ages.
- Always attach the toys tightly to the walker according to the instructions. Check frequently.
**WARNING:**

- Never use near stair.
- To avoid tip over, place product on a flat, level surface.

**WARNING:**

Strings can cause strangulation!
DO NOT place items with a string around child’s neck, such as hood strings or pacifier cords. 
DO NOT suspend strings over product or attach strings to toys. Always keep child in view while in product. 
While using as a activity center, it should be used by a child who can sit unaided(approximately from 6 months). It should be not used by a child who weighing more than 12kgs.

**BATTERY INFORMATION:**

- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) or rechargeable nickel-cadmum.
- Do not charge non-rechargeable batteries.
- Adult supervision is required when charging rechargeable batteries.
- Always remove flat or exhausted batteries from the toy.
- Do not short circuit the supply terminals.

**Care and maintenance**

- To prolong the life of your nursery product keep it clean and do not leave it in the direct sun light for extended periods of time.

- Removable fabric covers and trims must only be cleaned using warm water with a household soap or mild detergent. Allow it to dry fully, preferably away from direct sunlight.
  Clean grip pads regularly, using warm water with household soap or mild detergent to maintain stopping performance.

- Do not fold or store the product if it is damp or wet to avoid mold or mildew occurring. Always store the product in a well ventilated area.

- Check parts regularly for tightness of screws, nuts and other fasteners, tighten if required. To maintain the safety of your nursery product, seek prompt repairs for bent, torn, worn or broken parts. Use only parts and accessories approved by Dream On Me.

- If the wheels squeak use a silicon based spray ensuring it penetrates the wheel and axle assembly.

Dream On Me Inc.
1532 S Washington Ave
Piscataway TWP NJ 08854
Tel: 732-752-7220